By means of tight-binding atomistic simulations we study a family of native defects in graphene which have recently been detected experimentally. Their formation energy is found to be as large as several electronvolts, consistent with the empirical evidence of high crystalline quality in most graphene samples. Defects, especially if associated with bond reconstructions, induce sizable deformation and stress fields with a spatial distribution closely related to their actual symmetry. The description of such fields proposed here is believed to be useful for the unambiguous characterization of images obtained by electron microscopy. We also argue that they define the basin of mutual interaction between two nearby defects. Finally, we provide evidence that defects differently affect the linear elastic moduli of monolayer graphene. In general, both the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio are decreased, but their dependence upon the defect surface density is remarkably more pronounced for vacancy-like than for number-like defects.
Introduction
Graphene samples with high structural quality (i.e. very low defect concentration) are nowadays easily produced by large-scale synthesis methods, including mechanical exfoliation [1] , chemical vapor deposition [2, 3] , and epitaxial growth [4, 5] . Most of the outstanding physical properties of graphene are in fact due to the almost perfect periodicity of the two-dimensional hexagonal scaffold where carbon atoms are placed. Nevertheless, structural defects in graphene do exist: they are either native (as dictated by thermodynamics) or deliberately introduced by irradiation or chemical treatments. A recent thorough classification of structural defects in graphene is found elsewhere [6] .
Structural defects largely affect both the electronic and the mechanical properties of the honeycomb lattice, thus affecting the performances of graphene-based nanodevices. While this is detrimental for some applications, a careful engineering of defects could indeed be very useful, since it offers the possibility to tailor local properties of graphene, so achieving non-native functionalities. A better fundamental understanding of the physics of defects in graphene is therefore needed for any further improvement of graphenebased nanotechnology.
In the present paper we focus on the hitherto experimentally observed (almost) point-like defects [7, 8] and we investigate both their energetics of formation and their influence on the host lattice and its elastic properties. The simplest defect, as in any other material, is a missing lattice atom. Single vacancy (SV) and double vacancy (DV) defects have been experimentally observed in graphene by highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) [7] and are shown in figures 1(a) and (b), respectively. Since dangling bonds are naturally formed upon atom(s) removal, sizable local lattice distortions are likely to occur, leading to the formation of polygonal rings other than hexagons, because of the associated reconstruction. Such a reconstruction is remarkable in the case of the DV defect, generating the so-called 5-8-5 configuration shown in figure 1(c), formed by an octagon in between two side pentagons. Another interesting defect, namely the Stone-Wales (SW) one, has a topological nature, rather being a defect of number (like SV or DV). As shown in figure 1(d) , an SW defect is obtained by rotating a C-C bond by π/2 so forming two nearby pairs of pentagonal and heptagonal rings [9] . Interesting enough, in this case no dangling bonds are introduced. The SW defect has also been observed in an HR-TEM image [8] . Finally, the coalescence of a Stone-Wales and a double 5-8-5 vacancy [6] with the formation of three pentagons and three heptagons has been recently observed. This defect with a threefold symmetry is shown in figure 1(f) and it will be hereafter referred to as the 555-777 configuration. Indeed, all the defects under study could be described as single or multiple vacancies (perhaps reconstructed in pentagonal and octagonal rings) or as the coalescence of vacancies and an adsorbed carbon dimer (e.g. two adjacent vacancies and a four-vacancy complex plus a dimer for the 555-777 and the SW defects, respectively).
How mechanical properties of graphene are affected by defects has not yet been studied experimentally. However, based on both experimental and theoretical data for carbon nanotubes [10, 11] , point defects (in particular vacancies) are expected to affect the Young modulus and the failure strength of graphene. In this work we focus on the elastic fields (both strain and stress) generated by different structural defects in an otherwise perfect host honeycomb lattice. Moreover, we investigate how linear elastic moduli of graphene are affected by an increasing number of defects.
Computational method and its validation
Tight-binding atomistic simulations (TB-ASs) [12] have been performed by making use of the TB representation by Xu et al [13] , which has been successfully applied in the past to investigate low-dimensional carbon systems [14, 15] . This Tb representation provides hopping integrals, scaling functions and the repulsive energy term up to 2.6Å, which falls beyond the second next neighbor distance in the pristine graphene. All technicalities of the TB-AS scheme here adopted are extensively discussed elsewhere [12] . Recently, TB-ASs have been adopted to calculate the nonlinear elastic moduli governing the graphene stretching elasticity [16] . In particular, they have proved the anisotropic hyperelastic softening behavior of monolayer graphene, as indeed experimentally observed by atomic force microscope (AFM) nanoindentation [17, 18] . Furthermore, the failure strength of graphene provided by TB-AS [16] (42.4 N m −1 ) is in almost perfect agreement with experiments [17] . Finally, the linear Young modulus E and the bending rigidity κ have been computed by the same method [16, 19] , giving, respectively, E = 312 N m −1 and κ = 1.40 eV, both in pretty good agreement with available literature [20] [21] [22] .
As for defects in low-dimensional carbon systems (the main concern of the present investigation), the same TB Hamiltonian has been successfully adopted as well [23] . Nevertheless, in this work we extensively investigate the structure and the energetics of several point and reconstructed defects in graphene in order to further establish the reliability of our investigation. The present computational set-up will be eventually applied to characterize the elastic fields and moduli in defected graphene (see sections section 3-5).
In figure 1 , the fully optimized structure of five defects here in study are shown. The non-reconstructed SV, figure 1(a), maintains (upon structural optimization) the same symmetry and a planar configuration of graphene, while the distance between dangling bonded carbons (marked by A and B labels in the pictures) is nearly unaffected (2.4Å, instead of the 2.46Å value in the pristine graphene). This compares very well with previous ab initio calculations [24] .
In the reconstructed SV, not further discussed in this work, two carbon atoms bond together to build a pentagonal configuration (named [5] [6] [7] [8] . This reconstructed vacancy changes the symmetry to C s and generates a local out-of-plane corrugation as small as 0.1Å. The distance C-C between carbons involved in the pentagonal ring is sizably reduced to 1.7Å, similar to the DV configuration. The literature reports a larger value of 2.02Å [25] , although all theoretical calculations agree that out-of-plane distortion occurs. in particular, we predict a corrugation as small as 0.1Å in a 287-atom cell, which compares well with the 0.18 A value reported by Ma et al [25] (by using spin-polarized DFT calculations with a 50-atom cell). For the sake of completeness, we also cite the ab initio calculation by El-Barbary et al [26] , which however we believe be affected by a too small simulation cell size. In fact, we observe that the lattice distortion extends up to ∼10Å from the vacancy.
The di-vacancy defect exhibits both a non-reconstructed DV structure, figure 1(b), and a reconstructed 5-8-5 one, figure 1(c). In any case we have observed no deviation from the planar configuration upon structural relaxation. The distance between dangling bonds is found to be 1.66Å and 2.45Å, respectively for DV and 5-8-5 defects. Both features are in agreement with ab initio data [27] reporting a flat reconstructed pattern with C-C bonds as large as 1.71Å (the 5-8-5 configuration).
In figure 1(d) the top view of the SW defect is shown. Among the defects under study in this work, it is the only one that involves buckling upon relaxation, similarly to ab initio result [28] . Referring to the symmetry axis, along the direction of the rotated bond, there are three possible structures: one flat and two buckled defects, corresponding to a sine-like or a cosine-like corrugation. The sine-like SW defect is found by TB-AS to have the minimum formation energy (see table 1 ) and involves buckling with a maximum amplitude of ∼1.34Å. Once again, this is consistent with previous ab initio results [28] reporting a stable sine-like SW defect with corrugation as high as 0.71-1.67Å, according to different sizes of the simulation cell. The length of the central C-C bond is 1.34Å, which is in agreement with the 1.33Å value reported by Ma et al [28] .
The last defect considered here is the so-called 555-777 defect, shown in figure 1(e). This defect relaxes in a flat configuration with a 1.36Å C-C bond length, in qualitative agreement with the structure reported in [31] .
Present simulations have been performed with in-plane periodic boundary conditions. Therefore, in order to avoid possible artifacts due to unphysical interactions among defect replicas, we devoted special care to define the optimal choice for the size of the simulation cell. We proceeded by computing the formation energy E f of a single defect placed at the center of the simulation cell for increasingly large system size. Such a formation energy is defined as
, where n and n d are, respectively, the number of atoms in the ideal and defected cell, while E T and E d T are the corresponding total energies. In order to get E d T , after generating the defect, the system has been carefully relaxed by zero temperature damped dynamics using the TB-AS machinery. The convergence criterion was set to get interatomic forces not larger than 5 × 10 −5 eVÅ −1 in the final minimum-energy configuration.
Results are summarized in table 1, where the data available in the literature are reported as well. The overall agreement between TB-AS and ab initio results is good (provided that similar system sizes are compared). We remark that a general feature emerges, namely the formation energy is quite large for any defect kind. This is consistent with the experimental evidence that most graphene samples contain a very low defect concentration. Furthermore, we remark that the TB-AS formation energy of SV with an 800-atom cell, as reported in table 1, is very close to the reported experimental value 7.0 ± 0.5 eV [29] . As far as size effects are concerned, we argue that above 800 atoms they are negligibly small and accordingly we performed all simulations described below with a corresponding 4.9 nm × 4.2 nm cell. We stress that the present dimension is remarkably larger than those used in previous simulations (see table 1 ). Finally, in [31] the relative difference in the formation energy for 5-8-5 and 555-777 defects is predicted by ab initio calculations to be 0.91 eV with a 128-atom simulation cell. This difference is close to the 0.93 eV value here computed with a similar system size (200 atoms).
In figure 2 , the calculated formation energy of two vacancies is shown as a function of their relative distance. We note that for any relative distance larger than 4Å such an energy is just 2E SV f (see table 1 ), while at shorter distances a sharp decrease is observed, corresponding to the formation of a double vacancy complex. Equivalently, we can state that the vacancy-vacancy attraction basin is only 4Å ranged. While this seems to contradict the need for wide simulation cells, we anticipate that more extended displacement and stress fields are indeed generated by other defects.
Displacement field induced by defects
In order to characterize the elastic effects of defects, we calculate first the local lattice deformations on the graphene sheet. In the absence of buckling, the induced displacement field corresponds to the in-plane displacement u = (u x , u y ), where u x (x, y) and u y (x, y) are two-dimensional functions. The displacement vector u is here defined as u = (x − x 0 ), where the x positions are referred to the relaxed configuration of the defected sample, while the reference positions x 0 are defined as the corresponding atomic positions in pristine graphene. In computing u we consider all of the atoms excluding those that are involved in the formation of the given defect. In figures 3-5(a) the displacement fields |u| are shown by using a color map representation. According to the above definition and the atomistic character of this investigation, the displacements are computed on a discrete set of points (corresponding to the lattice sites); we remark that figures 3-5(a) show a continuum field. This graphical representation has been obtained by splining the atomistic set of data by means of a Gaussian function. The correct grid for the splining procedure has been determined in order to superimpose on the underlying honeycomb lattice. The atomic relaxed positions are marked by white circles, while the gray dots highlight the structure nearby the defects. While this information is somewhat redundant for the single and di-vacancy cases, it is useful for the more complex defects discussed in the following.
In general, we found that defects with bond reconstruction generate wider and more intense displacement fields than those generated by SV and DV (despite the presence of dangling bonds). Furthermore, the short-range character of the displacement fields due to the SV and the DV is likely the reason why the vacancy-vacancy attraction basin is so small as anticipated in table 1.
As above commented, the bond reconstruction (in order to restore the original coordination of sp 2 carbons in graphene) generates formation of pentagonal rings (e.g. in the 5-8-5 configuration). The more pentagons are generated, the bigger is the amplitude of the related displacement, as in the case of the double vacancy reconstructed in the 555-777 configuration, which shows atomic displacements from the original position up to a remarkable 0.8Å. The number of reconstructed pentagons also affects the symmetry of the corresponding displacement field (as well as the stress fields discussed below). We argue that this feature should help experimental (e.g. HR-TEM) characterization of defect configurations.
Finally, the SW displacement field, see figure 5 (a), has a twofold symmetry and its magnitude is similar to the case of the 5-8-5 defect (see figure 4(a) ). Since the extension of the displacement field of 5-8-5, 555-777, and SW defects is wider than for the SV one, their attraction basin should be correspondingly larger. We guess that it could extend up to about 7-9Å, which is compared with the ∼7-15Å value proposed by Ma et al [28] . The deviation from the flat configuration has been shown through the corresponding out-of-plane displacement field reported in figure 5(b) .
Stress field induced by defect
As derived and discussed in detail in [32] , the virial form of the stress tensorτ i on the ith particle of a system of N bound 
where x ij = (x j − x i ) is the distance vector between two particles at equilibrium position x j and x i , while f ij is the total force applied on the ith atom by the jth atom. The symbol ⊗ in equation (1) represents the tensor product of vectors. It is understood that such an expression for the stress is only valid at zero temperature (i.e. the kinetic contribution dictating thermoelastic features has been set to zero).
In figures 6-10 we report the calculated τ 11 and τ 22 stress fields generated, respectively, by an SV, DV, 5-8-5, 555-777, and SW isolated defect in the graphene sheet. We remark that Cartesian components labeled by 1 and 2 correspond, respectively, to the zigzag direction and to the armchair direction (also indicated in figures) of the honeycomb lattice. Similarly to the case of the displacement field, a color map is used as obtained by splining the local value ofτ i computed at each ith lattice site (after relaxation). This continuum representation is very effective in highlighting regions where the stress field is compressive (blue color, negative value) or tensile (red color, positive value). This characteristic must be referred to the carbon-carbon bonds that are correspondingly squeezed or stretched by the relaxation following the defect formation. In general, when comparing figures 6-10 one should pay attention to the fact that the absolute scale corresponding to the color code differs from plot to plot.
A first qualitative feature emerges that both τ 11 and τ 22 are small and localized for SV and DV defects. For any defect kind, however, the τ 22 component of stress field displays a remarkably more complex in-plane distribution than the τ 11 counterpart. This reflects, in our opinion, the non-equivalent bond sequence along the armchair and zigzag directions, as well as the basically anisotropic nonlinear elastic behavior of graphene [16, 17] .
By considering in detail the spatial distribution of the regions where τ 11 and τ 22 are compressive/tensile, it is easy to realize that high-order multipole stress fields are indeed generated by defects. Therefore, interaction basins for both like-and unlike-defect pairs are expected to be topologically very complicated. At variance with the simple case of a single vacancy (see figure 1(a) ), it could be possible that an effective repulsive defect-defect interaction occurs, at given distances corresponding to a formation energy of a complex higher than the sum of the formation energies of two isolated component defects. In other words, a different behavior is expected when two defects are approaching each other by mutually offering similar/opposite (in sign) stress fields along the approaching direction. This intriguing picture motivates further investigations (requiring a very demanding computational effort) that will be presented elsewhere.
Once the atomic-scale stressτ i has been computed, its macroscopic counterpartT, also referred to as the Cauchy stress tensor [33] , is straightforwardly obtained aŝ where S is the volume (actually, the surface) containing the N atoms placed on the two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. Equation (2) is useful for investigating the stress-strain constitutive relation in defected graphene and computing its elastic moduli, as discussed in section 5.
Elastic moduli versus defect concentration
The linear elastic energy density U = 1 2 C αβγ δ ε αβ ε γ δ is related to the stress tensor defined in equation (2) by the relationship T αβ = ∂U ∂ε αβ = C αβγ δ ε γ δ [33] . Here, the infinitesimal strain tensorˆ = , and the functions u x (x, y) and u y (x, y) correspond to the planar displacement u = (u x , u y ), where as above the x (y) label indicates the zigzag (armchair) direction in the hexagonal lattice of graphene.
By using the computed total Cauchy stressT( ), equation (2), and the elastic energy density U( ), the complete set of C αβγ δ elastic constants can be computed through stress-versus-strain curves corresponding to a set of suitable homogeneous in-plane deformations. Alternatively, they can be computed through energy-versus-strain curves. The strain tensors, as well as the energy density, corresponding to applied deformations depend on the unique scalar strain parameter ζ [16] , so that a straightforward fit of the stressversus-strain (or energy-versus-strain) curves, computed by TB-AS, has provided the full set of linear moduli C αβγ δ for all structures. This means that E and ν can be directly obtained from the linear elastic constants C αβγ δ .
In this work, the stress-versus-strain curves have been carefully generated by varying the magnitude of ζ in steps of 0.001 up to a maximum strain ζ max = ±0.02, and full relaxation of the internal degrees of freedom of the simulation cell was performed by zero temperature damped dynamics until interatomic forces resulted not larger than 0.5 × 10 −4 eVÅ −1 . All results have been confirmed by checking the stability of the estimated elastic moduli over several fitting ranges for each sample. The following in-plane deformations have been applied: (i) a uniaxial deformation ζ along the zigzag direction, corresponding to a strain tensor (zz) ij = ζ δ ix δ jx ; (ii) a uniaxial deformation ζ along the armchair direction, corresponding to a strain tensor (ac) ij = ζ δ iy δ jy ; (iii) a hydrostatic planar deformation ζ , corresponding to the strain tensor (p) ij = ζ δ ij ; (iv) a shear deformation ζ , corresponding to an in-plane strain tensor (s) ij = ζ (δ ix δ jy + δ iy δ jx ). Here and in the following, we use the Voigt notation [34] . All the investigated systems (regardless of the actual number of defects they host) behave as elastically isotropic materials (in the linear regime here explored), and the isotropicity ratio, defined as A = 2C 66 /(C 11 − C 12 ), is always found to be close to unity, which confirms that the assumption of isotropicity is verified within about 10%. Accordingly, the elastic energy density (per unit of area) for a 2D isotropic system accumulated upon strain can be expressed as [34] 
to second order in the strain ij , corresponding to the linear elastic regime. The constitutive in-plane stress-strain relations, straightforwardly derived from equation (3), are T xx = C 11 xx + C 12 yy T yy = C 22 yy + C 12 xx T xy = 2C 66 xy (4) and, therefore, the Young modulus E and Poisson ratio ν are straightforwardly evaluated as E = (C 2 11 − C 2 12 )/C 11 and ν = C 12 /C 11 , respectively.
We have computed the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio adding one to four randomly distributed and oriented defects of each kind under study onto a graphene cell containing about 800 atoms. The distance between defects is enough to neglect interaction effects (according to the criterion outlines in section 3). We define the defect concentration as the number density of defects located in a unit area (in nm 2 ) of the pristine graphene lattice.
In figures 11-13 we report the variation of E (left) and ν versus an increasing number of SV, 555-777, and SW defects, respectively. While an increasing concentration of 'missing atom' defects (like V or 555-777) reduces the actual values of the elastic moduli, SW defects seem to induce the same variation in the elastic properties of graphene, independently of their number density (at least up to the maximum concentration here considered). In other words, we found that increasing the number of bond-switch mechanisms, driving the formation of SW defects, leaves the graphene elasticity nearly unaffected. Interesting enough, the elastic softening found in the presence of SV or 555-777 defects is very similar, especially if we focus on the Young modulus. This seems to suggest that the major role in affecting the elastic moduli is not played by dangling bonds (which indeed are missing from the 555-777 configuration) but, rather, by removing atoms.
Conclusion
Structural defects in graphene can be deliberately introduced by suitable processing in order to modify local properties. This is very promising in the material-by-design perspective, where defects are engineered in order to modify the electronic and mechanical properties of graphene for achieving new functionalities not found in the pristine material. In this work we have investigated the structural and elastic properties of defected graphene, computing as well the formation energy of a number of hitherto experimentally observed point-like defects, namely the single or double vacancy, the Stone-Wales defect, and the 5-8-5 and 555-777 reconstructed ones.
A full characterization of the displacement and stress fields generated by any such isolated defect is provided, by means of large-scale atomistic simulations based on a semi-empirical tight-binding quantum scheme. We proved that such elastic fields in general die within 10Å from the defect position and, therefore, the mutual defect-defect interactions are relatively short ranged. Furthermore, their spatial distribution is quite different from case to case, reflecting the actual symmetry of the generating defect. The information about the lattice displacement pattern is extracted from an atomistic calculation, but it is cast in the form of a continuum field obtained by a suitable splining procedure. This is both very effective for the pictorial representation of the defects and could be useful for the correct interpretation of electron microscopy images.
The formation energies of the defect structures here investigated vary between ∼5 and ∼9 eV, thus confirming the experimental evidence about the high structural quality of graphene samples obtained by various synthesis techniques.
Finally, we calculated the linear elastic moduli of defected graphene, as a function of the surface defect density. In any case we found that both the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio are decreased with respect to their values in the pristine material. However, while by increasing the density of Stone-Wales defects the elastic moduli are not further affected, both the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio show a monotonic decrease by increasing the number of single or (reconstructed) double vacancies. This seems to suggest that what actually matters in defining the linear elasticity of defected graphene is the absolute mass density of the lattice (which is not affected by Stone-Wales defects or by any possible reconstruction of dangling bonds generated upon atom removal).
